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HOT GIRLS WILL SAVE AMERICA!!!!!!!!!!
WOOOOOO! It is SUPER TUESDAY (at the time of my writing this). I am writing this at 10:43 am because 
a truly bizarre practice of mine is editing the ‘Sheet when I am most caffeinated, rather than a time more simi-
lar to when the rest of my NORMIE staff edits, like the evening. So I haven’t seen the results yet because they 
haven’t come out yet so I don’t have to acknowledge them. 

This morning, like a true Bernie supporter, I made sure to call my mom who voted in North Carolina’s primary 
today to thoughtfully and calmly express why I thought Sanders was the best choice for nominee and was able 
to sway her (I threatened to beat her within an inch of her life using only sticks)!

So in celebration of that small victory, and as a continuation of Isabella’s Women’s HERSTORY month cele-
batory issue from yesterday, I want to acknowledge a cornerstone of Sanders’ campaign base very dear to my 
heart: the #HotGirlsForBernie making a difference. Sanders’ campaign is heralded for his refusal to accept do-
nations from private interest groups or Super PACs. Instead, he has tapped a resource infinetely more powerful: 
endorsements from hot, famous women. You know what they say: “Bernie Hoes before Bernie Bros”!

ARIANA GRANDE
Definetely a #HotGirlForBernie. A talented musician, an advocate for 
humans and animals alike. Above all, a philanthropist as she somehow 
managed to convince every 18-28 year old woman in the United States 
that Pete Davidson is attractive. Penned arguably the most iconic, mind-
bogglingly confusing tweet of all time on October 9, 2014 that reads, 
“my dick is in flames”.  Need I say more? Plus, she’s hot!

CAROLINE CALLOWAY
What a time to be ALIVE! Hero for conventially attractive psychopaths 
everywhere (my personal hero) CAROLINE CALLOWAY has endorsed 
Senator Sanders! What she lacks in financial security lending her the 
faculty to contribute to the campaign monetarily she makes up for in 
flower crowns, extremely chaotic instagram captions, and butterfly emo-
jis. My favorite thing about Caroline endorsing Bernie is that there is 
absolutely zero chance Bernie Sanders has any idea who she is. CRAZY 
GIRLS FOREVER!!!

DANNY DEVITO
I said what I fucking said. 

      Continued on back...
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CONTINUED: HOT GIRLS SAVING AMERICA
ZOE KRAVITZ
I am not joking when I say that an endorsement from Zoe Kravitz should 
be enough to convince anyone to vote for a candidate REGARDLESS OF 
POLICY. She is the final boss of hot girls. Once you defeat every hot girl 
in the world, Zoe Kravitz will meet you at the gates and you will lose. BIG 
LITTLE LIES? Unreal. I trust this woman with my life which is why I am 
relieved that she endorsed the candidate I was going to vote for anyway. I 
feel affirmed. Her fellow BLL cast member Shailene Woodley (also a Hot 
Girl) also endorsed Bernard. That’s 2 for 5. Laura Dern’s silence is deaf-
ening. I’m too lazy to check who Reese Witherspoon is endorsing but I 
would bet my life it’s Elizabeth Warren, my second choice.  
SUSAN SARANDON, GOD DAMN IT!
This bitch is a fucking icon!!! An ORIGINAL Hot Girl!!! Not only is she 
massively talented and has a completely badass career, she’s active as fuck 
in the causes she’s passionate about which range from LGBTQ+ rights, 
ending mass incarceration, anti-war activism and so much more. She’s a 
UNICEF Goodwill ambassador! She fights for what she believes in and 
looks damn good while doin’ it! 

On a more serious note, if you are voting in the Ohio Democratic primary or another’s state primary as an absen-
tee, VOTE FOR THE CANDIDATE YOU BELIEVE IN. I am so sick and tired of this boo-hoo “hE wOn’t beAt 
TrUmP” or “sHe wOn’T bEaT tRumP” bullshit! We live in what is a very shaky attempt at a democracy, but it is 
a democracy nonetheless. If we all keep voting like power-hungry, calculated pieces of shit, we will continue to 
elect power-hungry, calculated pieces of shit. Vote for your candidate because their values align with your own 
and they have policy plans that reflect those values. Don’t vote just in the interest of “beating” Tr*mp. For me, 
that’s Bernie. If it’s Warren for you, vote for Warren. If you believe in Joe Biden for those same reasons beyond 
just this bullshit “electability” complex, then *gags* vote for Biden. Don’t vote for Bloomberg tho lol. 
           -Jax Preyer, Managing Editor

I cannot endorse a can-
didate for legal reasons. 
The legal reasons are 
that I am a bull. 


